HASH TRASH for run number 742 on 5th February 2017
Venue: Mare Longue Reservoir
GM: Lord Bob Russell
Hares: Rey ‘Hot Pants’ and Marie-Andre
RA: Mark ‘The Spark’
Edit Hares: Isabel, Alan, and photographer - Dodocop
Number of Hashers: 20

Mystery?
We all wondered what had happened to the missing 33 Hashers who signed up to come to the Hash and
didn’t turn up to help us drink the beer. We would have enjoyed drinking their share, but we were punished
by just having two crates and no ice!!!

The Run
Thank you to the Hares. We had a great run/walk with lovely views!! Not a drop of rain. Someone
whispered that there was a Class 1 Cyclone in force...we, of course, didn’t believe it.

The Circle
With this cyclone rumour going around, we expected rain during the Circle – not a drop of it!!!
Grand Master’s Motion: Our ‘Stand-in’ GM democratically put a motion to the Circle. As the Hash Cash
was missing, a motion was put that the Hashers, who had dramatically fought off the rages of a Cyclone,
should have free beers for their troubles. The motion was passed with no objections.

First timers: Mario (Oh!! No!! Not another one). Annick, Michel, Gilberte - all from France - don’t mention
the rugby!!...Yes I will!!! England beat France in the Six Nations Competition.
Second timers: Down-Downs for Tim, Bernard and Norma.
Down-Downs: As there were no Hash flagons, flasks or cups we invented our own D-D method – from the
bottle!!

RA: Gilberte: This lady newcomer had new shoes...shame!!!!
Hudson: Wore sandals that were given him when he was a Primary School.
Tusia: More ‘shoe punishments’, this time for wearing sexy leopard boots.
Jacqui: The dye had leaked from her raingear to her shirt.
Norma: Wore a raincoat that looked like a bin bag.
Lily: Had written a ‘love’ letter to Shane who didn’t turn up.
Mario (not Sneaky): Was rude to Mark and asked him not to stand behind him – perhaps he had heard
something about our RA that would be quite interesting??
Didier: Who had a hat with a smiley face on the front and ‘Gayman’ written on the sides.
Cow Bell (Hash Hostage): Melinda gave the cow bell to Mark as she thought he needed a jingle in his
life..
Food: As there was no Hash Table, the lunch was served from the back of a truck.
Next Hash: Poste Lafayette
Hares: Suraj

Some more photos . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sir Walter Raleigh–Joseph gallantly assisting our queen across a puddle.

Jackie can’t find her mouth !

‘Prince Harry’ gets initiated !

